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Case Study 

Full Moon Features began in 1989 after the fall of Empire Pictures headed by Charles 

Band. Band wanted to create low budget horror, sci-fi and fantasy films while still keeping a “big 

budget” look. Originally, Full Moon Entertainment teamed up with Paramount Pictures and 

Pioneer Home Entertainment for the direct-to-video releasing. The first release was the feature 

film was Puppet Master, directed by David Schmoeller. 

Puppet Master is what still drives most of Full Moon’s success. However, later releases 

like Shadowzone, Meridian: Kiss of the Beast and Crash and Burn all made their own names at 

the Full Moon Company. Each of these films featured a “making of” presentation after the film, 

which Paramount did not believe in. In 1995, Full Moon left Paramount to become an 

independent production and distribution company. 

Puppet Master II, in 1991, brought about VideoZone. This was a behind-the-scenes 

magazine that Full Moon decided to launch in order to tie in the “comic book” feel that Band 

wanted his products to have. This continued the “making of” material that followed each DVD 

feature complete with interviews, merchandise information and movie trailers. Full Moon 

continued to produce these releases until the founding of two more labels: Torchlight 

Entertainment and Moonbeam Entertainment. Band also used the production names Shadow 

Films and Wizard Video for many VHS releases at this time. 

In late 2003, Band began work on Dr. Moreau’s House of Pain. On the heels of this film, 

he rechristened the name Full Moon Features. This more modern company focused on working 

with considerably higher budgets and 35mm film. Band has since embarked on road shows, 
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created contests and generally gotten Full Moon’s cult audience involved. The company hopes to 

soon be producing one new feature a month. 

In general, Full Moon does not have big competitors. Actually, they are the longest 

standing B-movie production company in Los Angeles. Full Moon does all its own production 

from story development to post. It is a smaller, more intimate company. Thus, my supervisor, Ry 

Mantione, answers directly to the CEO and founder Charles Band. On any given day, you can 

see Band walking around the office to check up on how everyone is doing. Sometimes, you can 

even see a production taking place in the office area. Full Moon takes advantage of the resources 

it has, and every effort is taken to make the best quality movie on a lower budget. 

Ry Mantione loves his job. Yet, he hates horror films. Ry went to school for marketing, 

not filmmaking. So, he is actually not a film person at all. What Ry does possess is an extensive 

knowledge of how to market and sell a product. That is what makes him good at his job. Ry 

started as a technical assistant at Buzzplay.com. His first passion has always been music, and 

Buzzplay works quite exclusively with music branding and marketing. Nonetheless, he was 

offered a better job with Full Moon with nicer hours and higher pay. But do not be deceived, 

though Ry is not a horror movie lover, he knows more about the ins and outs of the company 

than anyone there. He holds a huge respect for Charles Band, and what he has accomplished. 

Charles Band has been making B-films for over 20 years. If anyone knows how to 

establish a successful independent studio in Los Angeles, it is him. In the 1970’s, he began 

Charles Band Productions, but later moved to Rome to create Empire Productions. From here, he 

began the Full Moon brand in Los Angeles where it continues to thrive today. Band believes in 
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being focused on your goal, and never letting anyone tell you no. This is evident in the work that 

he has accomplished. Band is proud to say that Full Moon Features just released its 264
th

 video. 

In short, the most appealing thing about the company is how inventive everyone is. From 

production to marketing to distribution, every single person working in the office wants to do the 

best job he or she can. Charles Band has a very hands-on style of running his company, which I 

respect. He truly cares about the product his company is putting out, and he does not want to 

disillusion his audience. People are very aware of what Full Moon is capable of producing, and 

there is a strict formula to creating each feature. One situation in particular occurred when a film 

was being taped in the office. Other people were trying to work in the office spaces around the 

production, but not one person complained. Everyone knew that the work done was for the better 

of the company. I very much appreciate being a part of a company where the staff is extremely 

committed to and united by one goal. Full Moon Features has been a wonderful work experience, 

and I am glad that I have gotten to work with them this summer. 


